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CVs



How not to do it!



We will Cover 

• CV Conventions

• What should a CV contain?

• How to lay it out

• How to tailor your CV for the job – focussing on UCL 
internships

• How to sell yourself using specific evidence of your skills

• How to write a profile – include or not?

• What to put in the interests section

• Know the importance of: 
✓ Accurate spelling and grammar
✓ Consistent formatting
✓ Making it easy for recruiter to retrieve relevant info



Exercise 1: Comparing CVs

- You have a handout with a Job Description, two 
CVs and a marking scheme

- Go through each CV and use the marking scheme 
to assess each CV

- Feedback your comments – which CV is best, 
what is effective about it etc? 



How much time to make an 
impact? 

How long do recruiters (am busy academics) spend 
looking at your CV to make an initial “yes”/”no” 
decision?

a) <10 seconds

b) 10-30 seconds

c) 30-60 seconds

https://www.theladders.com/career-advice/you-only-get-6-seconds-of-fame-make-it-count 

<10

https://www.theladders.com/career-advice/you-only-get-6-seconds-of-fame-make-it-count


http://www.businessinsider.com/heres-what-recruiters-look-at-during-
the-6-seconds-they-spend-on-your-resume-2012-4?IR=T 

What do you notice 
about how recruiters 

read a CV?

http://www.businessinsider.com/heres-what-recruiters-look-at-during-the-6-seconds-they-spend-on-your-resume-2012-4?IR=T


They left hand scan!



CV conventions (UK)

Formatting 

Font size 10/11 for content

How long?
1 or 2 pages max (1 page for finance)

National Legislation
Do not include: Age, Gender, Nationality, etc.

CV Fashions
No photos, no grids, no ‘Curriculum Vitae’

Profile or no profile – personal preference (but if you include one, 
make it count!)



What should it contain?

ORDER SECTION CONTENT

1st Name & contact details Address, email, mobile (LinkedIn/Twitter)

2nd Personal Profile OPTIONAL: 3-5 skills with examples

3rd Education UCL – High School: reverse chronological

4th Employment History Split into ‘relevant experience’ and ‘other employment’ 
if necessary. 
Reverse chronological.
Include family business/own enterprise

5th Volunteering If you have it

6th Skills I.T, languages

7th Extra curricular activities/ 
positions of responsibility

Anything at School/UCL outside of your course

8th Interests (& awards)

9th References Listed / ‘available upon request’



How do I lay it out? 



Tailor your CV to match the Job 
Description

One size does not fit all… tailor your CV to the role 
(& employer)

Identify all the skills & attributes required in:
➢ Person specification, and/or

➢ Job description/job advert



Show you meet the requirements

• Address all the skills they ask for – especially if 
Essential rather than Desirable!

• Use one specific example that shows how you used 
each skill

• Use numbers to quantify your examples

• Show outcomes where possible: where did you add 
value?

• Reflect their language – if they say team work don’t 
say ‘working with others’ 

• Use all sections of your CV to demonstrate your 
skills e.g. education, work experience and interests.



EDUCATION

BSc Chemistry September 2016 – Present
University College London (UCL)

Verbal and Written Communication – Completed two written 
assignments achieving >70% in both. Gave a presentation to 5 
chemistry staff and 20 students entitled ‘ What is so interesting 
about oil anyway?’ 



WORK EXPERIENCE

Barrister September 2015 – Present
Costa Coffee

Prioritise and Manage Workload – Work for 20 hours each 
week whilst continuing to meet deadlines for assignments, 
achieving more than 70% in most assignments. Was awarded 
‘Barrister of the Month’ in October for outstanding customer 
feedback. 



OTHER SKILLS

Computer Literacy - Frequently use MS Excel to 
record and analyse data, keep personal finance 
records and manipulate data for presentations. 



Be Specific with Your Evidence
Which is more convincing?

Team work: Group presentations on my course 

Team work: collaborated in a team of 4 over 2 
weeks to develop and deliver a presentation on 
[topic], which received a mark of 75%



Remember to Quantify and Show 
Outcomes

How Many?

• Tell the reader how many e.g. I saw 10 
customers every 15 minutes

What Difference did you Make?

• Tell the reader what difference your input 
made e.g. the social media campaign resulted 
in a doubling of users.



Skill + Evidence + Quantification



Writing Personal Profiles

Only write them if you can make them strong.

No profile is better than a weak profile!



Personal Profiles

Weak profile: does not address any of the skills from the 
person specification and does not give any supporting 
evidence.

I am a dedicated student with excellent communications skills and 

team working skills. I am keen to work in industry and feel that I 

have the right skill set for this. I am interested in cleantech and feel 

I would be a good member of the team. 



Personal Profiles

Good profile: highlights three key skills from the person 
specification with specific examples of how they used the 
skills

Experience of analytical chemistry - studied principles of chemical equilibrium and 

accuracy of measurement including high performance processes like GC/MS; achieved 

a 1st for this module.

Comfortable with pressures of a start-up - - commended for my dedication and drive by 

co-founder of Chemtech during my STEP Summer Placement, May 2015.

Lab experience - experience of working in commercial research and academic laboratories 

where I worked well under pressure and delivered to tight deadlines.



What do you include in 
interests?

“I like books, films and spending time with friends and 
family”

“So does almost every other human being in the western world. If 
you’re going to talk about your personal life, at least make it 
interesting… List key personal projects…”

Quote from recruiters at Quora

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/jobs/11315840/Eight-reasons-employers-are-binning-
your-CV-without-reading.html



Community Interest

• Team work: worked in a group of 12 undergraduates, talking to 
school age children about the benefits of doing a science degree 
at University

Sport

• Organisation: successfully organise five-a-side football 
tournaments, including managing all bookings, venues and 
participants and helping coach my own team

What do you include in 
interests?



Readability

✓Bullets: to make text easy to read 

✓Clear section headings to differentiate 

different areas of CV

✓Bold text or subheadings for skills 

✓Be succinct: e.g. avoid personal pronouns

✓Enough white space



Grammar

• Do not use ‘I’ (first person pronoun/personal 
pronoun) 

NO

“I was responsible for establishing a new student society.”

YES

“Was responsible for establishing a new student society.

• Use the past tense for historic stuff



Accuracy

• NO spelling errors 

• NO grammatical errors

• Past tense for things that have finished; present 

for things happening now

• Consistent formatting (consistent font for 

titles/content and margins)



Label Skills
Use them as subheadings

“Human beings are all scanners now: instead of 
painstakingly reading text, they scan the page 
looking for relevant or familiar words. Make sure 
that your CV is loaded with keywords that show your 
skills.”

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/jobs/11315840/Eight-reasons-employers-are-binning-
your-CV-without-reading.html



This is how the selection panel 
will assess your CV!









Cover Letters

Looking at the cover letter in your pack

What goes in a good cover letter?



Greeting 

• Try to find a name as it sounds more personal 
and can show you have done some research 
about the company. 

• If the job advertisement does not specify a 
name it is worth contacting the company to 
ask the name and the title of the person you 
should address the letter to.



Introduction

The first paragraph needs to be very clear.

• Include who you are e.g. current 2nd chemistry 
student at UCL

• Why you are writing? i.e. to apply for internship 
X. 

• Say where you saw the position advertised i.e. as 
advertised by email.



Why Them?

Tell the employer why you want this internship

• Show your motivation and enthusiasm 

• Demonstrate that you understand what the 
internship involves and that you have done your 
research

• Avoid vague statements and obvious flattery

• Be specific and illustrate your opinions with examples



Why You?

Really emphasise why you are just right for this 
internship, in terms of skills, experience and character –
refer to the JD.

• Illustrate your unique selling points with 2 or 3 strong 
examples, rather than try to cover everything

• Focus on the particular skills and experience the 
internship requires, using the JD. 

• Use positive language and action words such as 
succeeded in or initiated

• This is also your chance to deal directly and positively 
with any gaps or weaknesses in your CV e.g. why did 
you need to resit an exam?



The Ending

• Your closing paragraph is an opportunity to restate 
your interest and summarise your suitability. 

• It is also a good place to state your availability for 
interview and to end on an optimistic note. 

• Make sure you sign off in the correct way: 

- ‘Yours sincerely’ if addressed to a particular person

- ‘Yours faithfully’ if you used Dear Sir / Madam



Exercise 2: Checking Your CV 
Against the Internship JD

• Pair up with someone that is not in your year.

• You should have brought along your CV and the JD for which 
you are applying

• Exchange your CV with your partner, if you feel comfortable 
or check your own CV.

• You have a checklist – using the checklist, ensure that your 
CV or your partner’s CV fulfils all the criteria on the checklist.

• Add any comments at the bottom – positive and negative.



We have Covered 

• CV Conventions

• What should a CV contain?

• How to lay it out

• How to tailor your CV for the job – focussing on UCL 
internships

• How to sell yourself using specific evidence of your skills

• How to write a profile – include or not?

• What to put in the interests section

• Know the importance of: 
✓ Accurate spelling and grammar
✓ Consistent formatting
✓ Making it easy for recruiter to retrieve relevant info


